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Teasel Tide
Cut and carried by the wind
I wait at the shore’s edge.
Soon the turn of the tide
will come, hushing stones,
covering shore.
Listen!
I thought I was free but
the sea holds the winning card.
On a song borne
On a tidal wind
It murmurs, Listen. Can you hear me?
I am coming.
Mute, I wait.
Jane Forres 2014

Background
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keeping history and heritage alive in a creative context
Moray Coast, Findhorn bay – project supported by Benromach Distillery
Stimulus to researchers as creative artists
Community inspired by culture and environment
Community engagement, participation and empowerment
Creation of a multi-media event by participants

Process and Methodology
Objective : to produce a new creative work; rooted in culture and local environment; to be
credible, appropriated and of a quality to be performed in local community settings

Creative Process
Sawyers 8 stages (Sawyer, R.K. 2012)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Find the Problem
Acquire Knowledge
Gather Related Information
Incubation
Generate Ideas
Combine Ideas
Select the Best Ideas
Externalise the Idea

Creative Process (Cont.)
Space, Place and People
• Writers, poets and musicians whose works became part if the research basis of
the project:
Kenneth White (On the Atlantic Edge, 2006); Norman Bissell (Slate, Sea and Sky,
2008); Eddie Maguire (Dark Cloud, 1991); Sir Peter Maxwell Davies (Symphony 1,
1973-76, and Symphony 2, 1980)

Educational Practice
• Powerful learning environments (DeCorte, 1990, 2003; Merrill 2002; Van Merrienboer and
Paas, 2003; Vermunt, 2003)
• Activation of prior knowledge and experiences, modelling, opportunity to apply new
knowledge, application in the real world
• Facilitation

Community Engagement
PREPARE
Stige & Aaro, 2012
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participatory
Resourceful
Ecological
Performative
Activist
Resourceful
Ethical

The Workshop Process
Weekly workshops held over a 10 week period
• Building of trust
- Story circle / object from environment
• Process
- articulation of adjectives; common themes; discussions of nature of final work;
interview with local 'worthy’; introduction of a Forres writing group to the process;
Evernote and organisation of creative output.
- development of narrative; Alternatives, possibilities and choices

The Workshop Process (Cont.)
• Responses from participants during the workshop process
- challenging
- enthusiasm
- desire to create
• Reflections during the workshop process
- the group were quick to engage with with the process
- initial anxiety regarding the open ended nature of the process turned to focus as
material was generated

Small Town
By 3am there is an emptiness,
thin mists congeal, the town
brings back its ghosts.
Fishwives with baskets on
their backs walk across the
low-tide mud to sell the hardwon herrings.
The coalman’s horse stands
patient in the shafts,
while at the Tolbooth a
stagecoach stops
to let down wey-faced
passengers,
sickened by the jolts.
Carol Argyris 2014

Evaluation
After the completion of the project the participants were asked of they could provide
some feedback, 50% of the participants responded, here is an array of some of the
quotes:
• The project was a great adventure! Who'd have thought we'd end up at a performance
at Celtic Connections.?”
• “The musicians made the performance come alive- they seemed to be able to produce
the exact type of music needed for poetry, readings and linking the items”
• “The film work added colour and another dimension to the production”
• “There's little doubt that collaboration and trust make for a happy outcome”

Evaluation (Cont.)
• “I was a little hesitant on getting involved as I've so many other things going on in
my life but the first session soon addressed that concern and I found the process
very interesting”
• “I think all contributors were given equal opportunity to comment and
participate”
• “We have had our eyes opened to new possibilities, creating work from our local
culture and environment – adding musical and photographic / film elements is
now firmly in mind”
• “This was a good experience for everyone concerned and one which seems to
have received a lot of acclaim locally. We are planning on reprising some of the
elements of “The Moray Journey” on June 20th at Forres week.
• “It was great fun”

Personal Reflection
•
•
•
•

Personal Experience
Impact of environment
Creative Response
Further Development

Fragments in Time: Composed by Alan Geddes
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